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  [image: A California Chinook Salmon Jumps into a waterfall during spawning season]Geneticists Light Up Debate on Salmon Conservation
Christie Wilcox, PhD  | Feb 1, 2023 | 10+ min read
Splitting Chinook salmon into two groups based on their DNA could aid conservation efforts. But some researchers argue that this would be a misuse of the data.

  [image: Conceptual illustration of coral]Environmental Memory: How Corals Are Adjusting to Warmer Waters
Amanda Heidt  | Feb 14, 2022 | 10+ min read
Corals that previously experienced heat stress respond better the next time around. Researchers are trying to figure out how, and hope to one day take advantage of the phenomenon to improve coral restoration efforts. 

  [image: ]Petunia’s Waxy Cuticle Regulates the Plant’s Sweet Smell
Ashley Yeager  | Feb 1, 2021 | 3 min read
The thicker the flower petals’ cuticle, the more fragrance compounds the plant releases, according to a recent study.

  [image: ]Restored Corals Spawn Hope for Reefs Worldwide
Hanna R. Koch, Erinn Muller, and Michael P. Crosby  | Feb 1, 2021 | 10+ min read
Novel technologies establish a new paradigm for global coral reef restoration, with in situ spawning of mature, environmentally resilient corals in five years instead of decades.

  [image: zhang]UCSD Eye Doctor Resigns After Investigation into Ties with China
Nicoletta Lanese  | Aug 23, 2019 | 4 min read
The FDA and the university have audited Kang Zhang for breaches in bioethics and a failure to follow research protocols.

  [image: ]The Peopling of South America
Shawna Williams  | Sep 1, 2020 | 10+ min read
While questions still outnumber answers, new findings from archaeology, genetics, and other disciplines are revealing surprising insights into the early cultures of the most recently populated continent.

  [image: MO]Better Base Editing in Plants
Ruth Williams  | Feb 1, 2019 | 3 min read
Adenine editing enzymes have been adapted for use in plants.

  [image: ]The Infant Gut Microbiome and Probiotics that Work
Jennifer T. Smilowitz and Diana Hazard Taft  | Jun 1, 2020 | 10+ min read
The gut microbiome is more malleable in the first two years after birth, allowing probiotics to make their mark. Can we exploit this to improve infants’ health?

  [image: ]Left-Handed DNA Has a Biological Role Within a Dynamic Genetic Code
Rachel Brazil  | Jun 1, 2020 | 10+ min read
Once considered an unimportant curiosity, Z-DNA is now recognized to provide an on-the-fly mechanism to regulate how an RNA transcript is edited.

  [image: ]Protein Synthesis Enzymes Have Evolved Additional Jobs
Amber Dance  | Jun 1, 2020 | 10+ min read
Aminoacyl-tRNA synthetases, which help translate the genetic code into protein, also function in angiogenesis, fat metabolism, and more.
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